In September, Warsaw will once again be the capital of RES

In a moment, on September 10-11, Warsaw will once again be a meeting place for the renewable
energy industry from Poland and beyond. This year's edition of the International Trade Fair for
Renewable Energy RE-Energy will gather the most important representatives of the industry and the
Thermomodernization and Energy Efficiency Zone will be the perfect complement to the whole.
Noteworthy is the exceptionally rich program of accompanying events.
On the first day of RE-energy the 9th International PV Conference in Poland will take place. The
conference is organized in cooperation with the Polish Society for Photovoltaics. President of the
Polish Society for Photovoltaics,” Dr. Stanisław Pietruszko, has been gathering the best photovoltaic
specialists for the conference for years, so it will be this year," says representative of the Organizer of
RE-energy.
The effect of cooperation with the Polish Electromobility Association (PSEM) will be Congress Clean
Air. The Congress will present new solutions in the field of low-emission economy, modern, lowemission fuels from biomass that is new business and environmental opportunities. In addition, new
low-emission economy models based on GOZ will be shown. Electromobility will be the leading theme
of this congress. Issues such as: Electromobility - a motor for innovation development, business model
- is it worth it, green energy for electrician - solutions, money for investments in e-mobility, Polish
solutions from electromobility - good because Polish and how to implement electromobility - good
foreign practices.
On the first day of the RE-energy Fair, the Energy Savings Building Forum will also take place in practice,
as part of which exhibitors and industry experts will present innovative solutions.
On the other hand, the Electromobility Forum will be a platform for the presentation on the one hand
of innovation in the broadly understood electric vehicles industry but also infrastructure.
The second day of the Fair will be equally substantively rich. For the fourth time the International
Energy Storage Congress in Poland will be held, which is the only event of this type in Poland.
Participants always emphasize the exceptionally high substantive level of the Congress, for which its
President Mrs Barbara Adamska from ADM Poland is responsible.
The result of cooperation with the ARTSMART publishing house is the conference "Clean energy, clean
air in the city". During this event, participants will learn examples of good practices from Poland and
abroad related to the use of renewable energy in urban space to support and relieve the city's energy
network, and consequently - to ensure air quality. We invite all fans of renewable energy and clean air
to participate in the conference. The event is addressed to representatives of: central and local
administration, central and central authorities, subordinate units, energy clusters, suppliers of
technological solutions (including, among others, renewable energy sources, energy storage, urban
furniture using RES), installers, installation designers and architects, contractors, designers of urban
space, administrators of public buildings, managers of shopping centers, managers of communities
and housing cooperatives, companies dealing with investment financing, consulting companies, law
firms.
Together with the Institute of Passive Construction and Renewable Energy Günter Schlagowski is
preparing the conference "Public buildings in the light of EU regulations". The Heat Pump Forum will

feature industry innovations and the PV Forum will draw attention to a very important aspect, namely
how not to install and what mistakes should be avoided in solar installations.
September 10 and 11 will be an industry meeting filled with an exceptionally rich content program,
many discussions and exchange of knowledge and experience.
You can find more information about the International Renewable Energy Fair RE-Energy at
www.reenergyexpo.pl

